Welcome, Introductions & Opening Remarks
- David Dressler: Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
- Dave Phillips: North Dakota Department of Agriculture

Feed Labeling Workshop
- Review of the feed labeling workshop.

Non-Medicated Feed Labeling Guide
- Discussion from May 31, 2018 meeting held via conference call.

NRC’s Nutrient Requirements for Beef Cattle – Al Harrison
- Results of workgroup vote to offer recommendations.
- Timeline to address changes to labeling?
- Recommendations to model bills?

Livestock Treats
- Treats for livestock must have all guarantees for the species and class, because there is not distinction for treats in non-pet food.
- Should a category of “Livestock Treat” be created and should we only require protein, fat and fiber?
- Workgroup to discuss this?

Livestock Label Review Checklist
- Do we want to develop a checklist that is similar to the Pet Food Label Review Checklist (Pg. 212-222) to help with label development and review?

Guarantees for Single Ingredients
- Kristie Smedley contacted me and stated what is the appropriate way to guarantee single ingredients. An example would be a protein source for swine. Should just protein and lysine be guaranteed, or would the label still need to have fat and fiber guarantees as well?

Fiber Guarantees
- Discussion about removing the Crude Fiber guarantee (when appropriate) and instead require ADF, NDF and DF.

Feed Label Review Software
- Update for software development.

Maximum levels for nutrients with toxicity levels.
- Continue discussion on requiring maximum guarantees for certain elements.
- Workgroup to discuss this?

Other Topics of Discussion?